New Antitrust Bills are Anti-American

New radical antitrust legislation will hurt Americans, taking away not just conveniences, but tools and services that help American voters and businesses every day, in moments big and small. Here are just a few examples of how the proposed legislation would take away connection, innovation, and opportunity, hurting Americans in all areas of their lives — especially in the moments that matter.

**IMPACT**

**Americans will lose access to authoritative information when they need it most**

People will no longer be able to rely on real-time emergency information and alerts to keep them safe during crises, with 1B+ crisis alert views on Google Search and Google Maps last year.

**IMPACT**

**Americans will lose access to help in an emergency**

Americans will lose precious moments in emergency situations when they need help for themselves or loved ones, lacking important and innovative integrations.
IMpact

Americans’ privacy and security will be at risk

Built-in security protections like Safe Browsing automatically protect 4B+ devices every day, keeping people safe from online threats like deceptive sites or harmful downloads.

IMpact

People will not be able to locate a phone or—more importantly—a loved one.

Without apps preloaded on devices, Americans will lose the ability to find lost or stolen devices, and the potential life-saving ability to locate a person in an emergent situation.

IMpact

Businesses will lose over 2 billion customer connections

Search results that show local places drive 2B+ connections between customers and American businesses every month, including website clicks, phone calls, directions, food ordering, and reservations. All of this is at risk.